
Before going on this trip, hearing the word “Cuba” stirred within me visions of pain, oppression, and 

helplessness in the face of a poverty that plagues an entire nation of a beautiful people that do not, 

under any circumstance, deserve to be the treated the way that they are. But, as I soon discovered, not 

all of this is completely valid. True, the people certainly are beautiful, and I would never believe that 

they deserve any maltreatment or anything but the best, but they did not seem to me oppressed or 

pained at all. Cuba is home to the most unique, talented, perseverant, and overall happiest people I 

have ever met, and perhaps on the face of this planet.  

I felt as if a type of magic surrounded us during the entire trip, and I now know that that magic was the 

Holy Spirit. I saw and felt the Holy Spirit in several different ways on every single day of the trip. Out of 

the many encounters we experienced, one of the most powerful ones occurred the first night of the trip, 

at a late-night vigil that was held at Camp Canaan. Within the first hour of prayer and cleansing, several 

teenagers my age fell to the ground and shook with the power of the Holy Spirit. In fact, to shake would 

be an understatement; they vibrated. One young man actually fell on me, ad began vibrating. I had seen 

this happen before at a few youth conferences I have been to, but never with this much passion and 

intensity. Though scared and a bit alarmed at first, I was eventually able to recognize this consummation 

by the Holy Spirit as a gift.  I believe that the involuntary movements were breaking any and all chains of 

bondage that these young people in their lives. This incredible filling of the Holy Spirit happens to all 

ages, from all walks of life. It was truly amazing, and I was of course struck speechless. It’s still difficult to 

fully describe this experience using words.  

Another way that I felt the Holy Spirit throughout the trip was through guidance and tranquility that we 

were granted. During several situations that I would probably usually freak out over, such as dealing 

with a flat tire in the middle of a 9-hour bus ride across Cuba. But I was always granted an incredible 

sense of peace and clarity in these situations.  Also, after spending a large portion of our time without 

air-conditioning and dancing for the Lord in every single church service, I am now fully convinced that 

sweat is the true rain of the Holy Spirit that cleanses and purifies our souls of fear and restrictions. I 

found that the lack of certain “comforts of home” did not faze me as much as I had expected; in fact, 

this lack constantly turned into a true blessing. And everybody treated us like celebrities, and did so 

much for us during the entire trip. From our air-conditioned bedrooms to the abundance of delicious 

food, I am so grateful for all that they did and sacrificed for us, and I will never be able to thank them 

enough.  

The fellowship I got to experience with the amazing people of Cuba was unforgettable. I’m eternally 

grateful for how receptive and generally nice people were toward our entire group, and there was 

seldom a moment when I was not smiling or laughing. Being able to interact with other teenagers at 

Canaan was awesome, and I felt as if these people were life-long friends of mine after just 3 days. As 

soon as a group of girls at the camp learned that my sisters and I spoke Spanish, they immediately clung 

to us and were so excited to share with us and listen to us. Yet I still think that even if we didn’t happen 

to be able to speak the same language, we would be best friends all the same. The people of Cuba are so 

eager to form authentic relationships and are so compassionate toward everyone, and they are 

passionate about having confidence in one another, which is a passion that people in America definitely 

lack. For instance, we got to ride horses at Camp Canaan, and I was mistakenly put on a horse without 

somebody leading it. The man in charge asked if I’d like to go “Sola,” or alone. Misunderstanding the 

context, and not the language, I assumed he meant that I would be the only one physically on the horse. 

Little did I know that I would be in control of the horse, with no assistance. (I had never ridden a horse 



alone in my entire life up to this point.) So, I was soon being yelled instructions (in Spanish) on how to 

actually ride this horse. Though I do consider myself fairly proficient in the language conversationally, 

this is not exactly how I expected to learn how to ride a horse, if I ever planned on doing so. I eventually 

caught bits and pieces of what they were telling me, and I was able to complete one full circle. The 

confidence and encouragement I felt from everyone watching me definitely got me through it, and tall 

of them complemented me on how well I did by myself. I just felt so loved and supported after that 

adventure, and it really showed me how generally loving these people are.  I was also given the chance 

to play baseball and soccer with a few young children staying at Pastor Isel’s church, which was a lot of 

fun, and I felt welcomed despite my extreme lack of athletic skill. I’m so glad to be able to say that I’ve 

officially placed baseball and soccer with Cubans!  

We were also fortunate enough to spend a day at the beach with many of the same kids we made 

friends with at the camp. A pair of twin sisters that we met at the camp, named Sailí and Saudé, were so 

eager to spend every moment with us, along with youth from the rest of their church as well. We swam 

in the gorgeous water and enjoyed each other’s company in the beautiful Cuban sun. We even got to 

rock-dive into the water, which was a lot of fun and strengthened our trust even more. What I find the 

most awe-inspiring characteristic about these youth was how willing they are to fully give their lives to 

God and know that their career path will be to solely serve Him. Both of the twins, as well as several 

others, knew without a doubt that they were going to be pastors and missionaries someday. They 

somehow incorporated the Scripture or reminders of the promises of God in almost every conversation, 

which is certainly not done in American high school conversations. One young man that really showed 

me how great our God is was Roberto. Roberto is a 22 year old who suffers from several disabilities, 

both mental and physical. He was at the beach with his grandmother, and they are both from the same 

church as the youth. I walked past him to join the others at the diving rock, and he immediately said 

hello to me and introduced himself. He was so excited to get to meet me, and we took great interest in 

each other before too long. I briefly met his grandmother, and I invited him to come meet my friends at 

the rock. I learned that he loves to run, he really wants to learn English (he initially introduced himself as 

Robert) and move to America, and that he shares a birthday with Jesus. I ended up spending almost the 

rest of the day with him. He is the happiest, sweetest, and all-around most considerate person I have 

ever met. His smile was the most beautiful sight on the beach, and he was just so awesome to talk to! 

We returned back to his grandmother, and she invited me to have a seat and eat some caramel candies 

with her. She soon went on to explain his disability, and how his mother is very sick and suffered during 

childbirth, without any support of his father. She also has a son who lives in America that she needs to 

visit, but cannot due to the relations between Cuba and America. We exchanged contact information, 

and she told me that perhaps through the grace of God finding a sister in Christ might bridge that gap 

and reunite her family. I sincerely hope and pray that that can happen. Roberto then had to say 

goodbye, and after kissing my hand several times he told me that he’d see me soon in heaven. He was 

so full of Christ’s love, and he had such an incredible faith despite all that he has suffered. After meeting 

Roberto and spending time with his family, I am now considering disability therapy as a future career for 

myself, and I feel like God was calling me in that direction. 

If I had to pick a main recurring theme I took with me from this trip, it would be a reminder of the 

freedom we have in Christ. “We are Free” was the theme of the camp, and the theme song we sang over 

and over that is now permanently inscribed on my heart. Despite the conditions in which the Cuban 

people must live, they are so free and happy in the love of Christ. On this trip, I was finally able to 



experience true freedom from past mistakes, from fear, from worrying about the future, and from 

expectations. One of the most important things I learned was that expectations are virtually useless. 

How can we, an unholy body of humans, possible predict outcomes of our lives and what we desire 

when we can’t control everything? We try too hard to define what we can’t define; in some cases, 

including ourselves. Before embarking on this trip, I was having heavy doubts about whether or not real 

freedom, peace, and happiness can actually exist in this broken world, but God revealed to me that yes, 

these promises do exist, and yes, you can attain them and keep them by following Him and His will. And 

we don’t necessarily need to travel far to find and experience them.       

Kayla Wagler  

 

      

 

 

 

 

  


